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The Fourier expansion-based transmission line (TL) formulation has been modified using the Lanczos correction
factor for the full-wave modal analysis of dielectric optical waveguides. Also, an algorithm for systematic deter-
mination of the optimum values for the main simulation parameters of the presented formulation has been pro-
posed. These optimum parameters provide a trade-off between accuracy, speed, and memory usage and
consequently improve the efficiency of simulations. This algorithmic formulation has been applied for the modal
analysis of optical channel, strip, and strip-based slot waveguides, and good results have been obtained for
dispersion characteristics and electromagnetic (EM) field distributions of their guided modes. © 2012 Optical
Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate modal analysis of dielectric optical waveguides is
necessary in the photonics integrated circuits, because these
waveguides play an important role in wave transmission
between different parts of the system and form the backbone
of most passive and active optical components.

The steady growth of computing power since 1960s has
motivated the increased use of numerical and semianalytical
modal analysis techniques including the effective index
method (EIM) [1], Marcatili’s planar approximate method
[2–4], Goell’s circular harmonic expansion method [2–4], the
Galerkinmethod [5], the variational method (VM) [6], the spec-
tral index method (SIM) [7], the finite difference (FD) method
[8–10], the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) [11], the finite
elementmethod (FEM), [12–14], the beampropagationmethod
(BPM) [15–17], the transfer matrix method (TMM) [18,19], the
method of lines (MoL) [20,21], the mode-matching method
(MMM) [14,22], the wave-matching method (WMM) [23,24],
the modal transverse resonance method (MTRM) [25], and
the Fourier expansion technique [26,27]. Some of these tech-
niques have been reviewed in [28–30]. Despite the existence
of these powerful techniques, researchers are interested in
developing new full-wave modal analysis methods with high
accuracy, and low computational resource usage, especially
in high refractive-index contrast nanophotonics.

The semianalytical full-wave modal analysis method mod-
ified in this paper was proposed for the first time in 2004 [31]
for the analysis of two-dimensional photonic crystals. Then, it
was extended for the modal analysis of coupled waveguides in
a two-dimensional photonic crystal [32] and lossy anisotropic
optical waveguides [33,34]. Also it was applied to diffraction
analysis of photonic metamaterials [35]. These applications
show that it is a versatile method.

The accuracy of this modal analysis method can be im-
proved by finding appropriate solutions to eliminate or reduce
the error produced by the Fourier expansion-based Gibbs os-
cillations at abrupt discontinuities of the dielectric permittiv-
ity. In Section 2, it is shown that by using Lanczos correction
factor in the Fourier expansion of the periodic profile of the
dielectric permittivity, Gibbs oscillations can be strongly re-
duced, improving the accuracy and run-time of this method.

On the other hand, the accuracy, speed, and memory usage
of this modal analysis method, especially in the analysis of
high refractive-index contrast nanophotonics waveguides, de-
pend on the values of its main simulation parameters, i.e., the
repetition period Lx and the number of space harmonics
K � 2M � 1, where�M and −M are the upper and lower lim-
its of the finite Fourier expansion, respectively. Therefore, an
algorithm to simultaneously determine the optimum values
for Lx andM should be developed in order to apply this modal
analysis method efficiently. This algorithm is proposed in
Section 3. These optimum values help to create a good trade-
off between accuracy, speed, and memory usage.

The proposed algorithmic Lanczos–Fourier expansion-
based formulation is applied to several optical waveguides
in Section 4, and it is shown that the corresponding simula-
tions have appropriate accuracies. Some concluding remarks
are presented in Section 5.

2. LANCZOS–FOURIER EXPANSION-BASED
TRANSMISSION LINE (TL) FORMULATION
In this paper, optical waveguides that are fabricated of
nonmagnetic, linear, isotropic, lossless dielectric materials
are considered. Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of a silicon-
photonics “strip-based slot waveguide,” which has been pro-
posed by Almeida et al. [36]. It is generally composed of two
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cores with high refractive-index silicon (nH � nSi), a slot with
low refractive-index material (nS), a low refractive-index clad-
ding (nC), and a low refractive-index buried oxide substrate
(nB � nsilica). This waveguide has been analyzed in detail in
[36–38].

The first step in applying Fourier expansion-based TL for-
mulation for full-wave modal analysis of the dielectric optical
waveguides is forming an artificial periodic structure in one
transverse coordinate direction with an arbitrary period.
Figure 2 shows the obtained periodic structure along the
x-axis with a period of Lx. This structure is divided into a finite
number of layers in the y-direction. Note that the wafer
substrate is not considered in the multilayer periodic model,
because it has no role in the optical guiding. It will be shown
that for appropriate repetition periods, the modal analysis of
this periodic structure is equivalent to the modal analysis of
the original waveguide.

The electromagnetic (EM) fields of the eigenmodes propa-
gating in the �z-direction of the periodic structure and its
relative permittivity εr�r� are periodic functions with respect
to x. Hence, these functions can be represented as pseudo-
Fourier series:

E�r� � lim
M→∞

XM
m�−M

Em�y� exp�−jαmx� exp�−jkzz�; (1)

H�r� � lim
M→∞

XM
m�−M

Hm�y� exp�−jαmx� exp�−jkzz�; (2)

εr�r� � lim
M→∞

XM
m�−M

εm�y� exp�−jαmx�; (3)

where r � xx̂� yŷ� zẑ, αm � 2mπ∕Lx, and εm�y� � �1∕Lx�R Lx
0 εr�r� exp�jαmx�dx. The unknown coefficients Em�y� and
Hm�y� together with the unknown phase constant kz uniquely
characterize propagation modes of the optical waveguides.
Note that for the purpose of simulations, M has to be an
appropriate finite value.

As an example, a dielectric strip-based slot waveguide with
wH � 218 nm, wS � 101 nm, nH � 3.48, nC � 1.46, and nS �
1 is considered. Exact and finite Fourier expansion-based
refractive-index profiles of thiswaveguide in layer #2 are shown
in Fig. 3. Gibbs oscillations can be observed at each of the core-
cladding and core-slot interfaces. Also Fig. 3 shows that increas-
ing of M cannot decrease these undesirable Gibbs oscillations.
This phenomenon leads to a source of error in our formulation;
therefore, it reduces the accuracy of the results. So, a technique
to decrease these Gibbs oscillations should be developed.

Fejér’s arithmetic-mean method and the method of Lanczos
correction sigma factor are appropriate candidates to de-
crease the Gibbs oscillations [39]. Fejér’s method completely
eliminates the undesirable Gibbs oscillations, but approaches
the asymptotic value very slowly; also it starts with a relatively
small slope [39]. In contrast with this method, the method of
Lanczos correction sigma factor has sharp slope, and it also
attenuates strongly the amplitudes of Gibbs oscillations [39].

So, the Lanczos correction sigma factor is used in order to
overcome to the Gibbs oscillations. One can uniquely repre-
sent εr�r� as a Lanczos–Fourier series with y-dependent
expansion coefficients; i.e.,
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of a silicon-photonics strip-based slot
waveguide.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Refractive-index profile of the dielectric strip-based slot waveguide in layer #2 withwH � 218 nm,wS � 101 nm, nH � 3.48,
nC � 1.46, and nS � 1. The solid line curve represents the result of Fourier expansion approximation with Lx � 3w andM � 40 in (a) andM � 150
in (b); the dashed line represents the exact profile.
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εr�r� � lim
M→∞

XM
m�−M

σmεm�y� exp�−jαmx�; (4)

where the correction σ factor calculated as σm �
sin�mπ∕�M � 1��∕�mπ∕�M � 1�� � sinc�m∕�M � 1��. For the
regular optical waveguides such as strip, rib, and slot, in
which the refractive-index profile is a step, εm�y� similar to
σm is a sinc function of m. Therefore, both functions vanish
for large values of m, and εr�r� can be calculated approxi-
mately using finite Lanczos–Fourier expansion; i.e., εr�r�≃PM

m�−M σmεm�y� exp�−jαmx�.
Exact and finite Lanczos–Fourier expansion-based refrac-

tive-index profiles of the above-mentioned dielectric strip-
based slot waveguide in layer #2 are shown in Fig. 4. As shown
in this figure, the strong attenuation of the Fourier coefficients
of higher order successfully attenuates the amplitude of the
Gibbs oscillations.

Derivation of the desired general TL formulation and the
modal analysis for optical dielectric waveguides using trans-
verse resonance method has been presented in detail
in [33,34].

3. AN ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINATION
OF THE OPTIMUM VALUES FOR LX AND M
As mentioned in previous sections, the full-wave modal
analysis of the optical waveguides using Lanczos–Fourier
expansion-based TL formulation requires selection of appro-
priate values for repetition period Lx and the number of space
harmonics K � 2M � 1.

Dielectric optical waveguides can be categorized into two
distinctive groups based on their light-guiding mechanisms—
i.e., the total internal reflection (TIR) mechanism and the ex-
ternal reflections mechanism [36–38]. Here, only the dielectric
waveguides that propagate light waves based on the TIR
mechanism are considered.

A. Selection of Appropriate Initial Values for Lx and M
High power-confinement regions, i.e., the core and slot in the
TIR-based waveguides, should be fully contained within the
range of initial Lx. Here, wmax is considered as the largest
cross-sectional dimension of the high-confinement regions
of the waveguide along the x-axis. Power confinements in

these regions are higher for shorter operating wavelengths.
So, considering λmax as the longest wavelength of the desired
mode/modes, the two following criteria are proposed for
selecting initial values for Lx and M :

Lx � 3wmax; M � 6 for wmax < λmax;

Lx � 2wmax; M � 4 for wmax > λmax.

On the other hand, power confinement in the waveguide
core increases with increasing refractive-index contrast.
So, considering the parameterΔn as the refractive-index con-
trast between the core and cladding, the following criteria for
selecting initial values of M and Lx are considered:

Lx � 3wmax; M � 6 for Δn < 1;

Lx � 2wmax; M � 4 for Δn > 1.

In general, these cases should be combined as follows:

Lx � 3wmax; M � 6 for wmax < λmax and Δn < 1;

Lx � 3wmax; M � 6 for wmax < λmax and Δn > 1;

Lx � 3wmax; M � 6 for wmax > λmax and Δn < 1;

Lx � 2wmax; M � 4 for wmax > λmax and Δn > 1.

B. Flow-Chart of the Proposed Algorithm
The accuracy of this modal analysis method depends on the
values of repetition period Lx and space harmonics M . Lx

should be large enough to include the influence of the clad-
ding in the desired guided modes. Note that increasing of Lx

while keeping M constant reduces the resolution of the
Lanczos–Fourier expansion, consequently reducing the accu-
racy of the modeled refractive-index profile. Increasing
M compensates this resolution reduction, but it increases
the matrix dimensions, which leads to an increase in compu-
tational volume and memory usage, consequently reducing
the simulation speed. Therefore, efficient full-wave modal
analysis of nanophotonics waveguides using Lanczos–Fourier
expansion-based TL formulation strongly requires the simul-
taneous determination of optimum values for Lx andM . These
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Refractive-index profile of the dielectric strip-based slot waveguide in layer #2 withwH � 218 nm,wS � 101 nm, nH � 3.48,
nC � 1.46, and nS � 1. The solid line curve represents the result of Lanczos–Fourier expansion approximation with Lx � 3w andM � 40 in (a) and
M � 150 in (b); the dashed line represents the exact profile.
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optimum values depend on waveguide specifications, such
as its geometry, dimensions, and materials, as well as the
operating wavelength of the desired mode/modes.

Figure 5 shows a flow-chart representing our proposed
algorithm for determination of the optimum values for Lx

and M , as well as the calculations of dispersion and field
parameters of the guided modes in a chosen wavelength
band. According to the algorithm, Lx;opt and Mopt obtained
for a particular mode is only optimum for that particular mode
of interest. However, in the multimode analysis, all of the
desired modes should be simultaneously simulated in the
desired wavelength band, in order to determine the general
optimum values of Lx;opt andMopt. This algorithm will be used
in the next section for the simulation of several dielectric
optical waveguides.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the full-wave modal analyses of the guided
modes of some optical waveguides are presented using the
proposed Lanczos–Fourier expansion-based TL formulation.

A. Strip Waveguide
The geometry of an optical strip waveguide is shown in Fig. 6.
Here, a waveguide analyzed in [2–4] is considered, where its
specifications arewH � 3 μm, hH � 3 μm, nH � 1.02, nC � 1,

and nB � 1. This waveguide is referred to as STRIP in the
following discussion.

Figure 7 shows the simulated dispersion diagram of quasi-
TE and quasi-TMmodes for the STRIP, based on our proposed
formulation, Marcatili’s planar approximate method, and
Goell’s circular harmonic expansion method. In this figure,
the modified normalized frequency is defined as V π � V∕π,
where V � �2πhH∕λ�

������������������
n2
H − n2

B

q
is the normalized frequency.

Also the normalized propagation constant is defined as
b � �n2

eff − n2
B� × �n2

H − n2
B�−1, where neff � kz∕k0 is the effec-

tive refractive-index. Naturally, nB ≤ neff ≤ nH and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1.
The large discrepancy near the cutoff region in Fig. 7 is
due to the invalid results of the approximate Marcatili’s
approach [3]. One can see from Fig. 7 that there is a good
agreement between the results of our proposed formulation
and the well-known Goell’s method, evidencing that the
present analysis is capable of accurately analyzing guided
modes in photonic waveguides. Figure 8 shows the normal-
ized electric fields of the fundamental quasi-TE mode, for
the STRIP at λ0 � 1.5 μm. The core center has been consid-
ered as the center of the transverse coordinate system.

The absolute values of the three electric field components
have been normalized to the maximum of the transverse
electric field. As seen in Fig. 8, field profiles are well modeled
in the core, the cladding, and the substrate. In addition,
according to Fig. 8, one can verify that the weakly guiding

Fig. 5. (Color online) Flow-chart of the proposed algorithm for find-
ing the optimum values Lx;opt andMopt applied in the Lanczos–Fourier
expansion and calculation of the dispersion and field parameters.
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Fig. 8. Three-dimensional distribution of (a) normalized jExj, (b) normalized jEyj, (c) normalized jEzj, and (d) normalized transverse electric field
of the fundamental quasi-TE mode for the STRIP at λ0 � 1.5 μm with Lx � 6wH and M � 90. Dispersion parameters obtained for this mode are
neff � 1.00378108 and b � 0.18753616.
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Transverse electric fields for fundamental quasi-TE mode of the CHANNEL 1 at λ0 � 1550 nm. (a) and (b) are based on
Fourier expansion with Lx � 4wH and M � 200; while (c) and (d) are based on Lanczos–Fourier expansion with Lx � 4wH and M � 200. Vertical
dashed lines represent the core-cladding interfaces. Effective refractive-indices obtained for this mode are neff � 2.42457251 and neff � 2.42601406,
respectively, based on pure Fourier and Lanczos–Fourier expansions. In [38], neff ≈ 2.43.
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condition in the low refractive-index contrast waveguides, i.e.,
jEyj ≪ jEzj and jEzj ≪ jExj, is realized well.

B. Silicon-Photonics Channel Waveguides
Channel waveguides are one of the most standard waveguides
used in silicon nanophotonics. Their geometry is similar to
that of the strip waveguide, except that the core of the channel
is completely surrounded by identical cladding and substrate
layers; in fact, its surrounding layer is homogeneous and is
made out of silica glass in the silicon-photonics. Therefore,
the channel waveguide can be analyzed as a special case of
the strip waveguide.

Silicon-photonics channel waveguides typically have sub-
micrometer cross-sectional dimensions due to their larger
effective refractive-index. Specifications of CHANNEL 1 and
CHANNEL 2 as two analyzed channel waveguides are
nH � 3.48, nB � nC � 1.46, hH � 247 nm. Their only differ-
ence is in the core-width. In CHANNEL 1wH � 436 nm, while
CHANNEL 2 has wH � 537 nm.

The proposed algorithm is run for these two channel wave-
guides. Transverse electric field distributions for fundamental
quasi-TE mode of CHANNEL 1 at λ0 � 1550 nm based on pure
finite Fourier expansion and Lanczos–Fourier expansion with
Lx � 4wH and M � 200 are shown in Fig. 9. Similarly to the
STRIP, the core center is considered as the center of the trans-
verse coordinate system.

As shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), there are severe spurious
oscillations in the field profiles. These are due to the Gibbs
oscillations of the approximate refractive-index profile of
layer #2 obtained using pure finite Fourier expansion. Accord-
ing to Section 2, these oscillations can be reduced strongly
using the Lanczos correction factor method. In Figs. 9(c)
and 9(d), these oscillations are reduced in the field profiles.
Therefore, it concludes that the Lanczos–Fourier expansion-
based field profiles are more accurate than those obtained
using pure Fourier expansion.

Tables 1 and 2 respectively show the results of our disper-
sion analysis for the fundamental quasi-TE and quasi-TM
modes of CHANNEL 1. According to these results, the opti-
mum values are Lx;opt � 5wH and Mopt � 500. Therefore, ac-
curate modal analysis of this high refractive-index contrast
nanophotonics waveguide requires more space harmonics
in the Lanczos–Fourier expansion. The results of neff are in
good agreement with those of full-vectorial finite-difference
(FVFD) method presented in [38].

Figure 10 shows the normalized transverse electric field
distribution of the fundamental quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes
for CHANNEL 2 at λ0 � 1550 nm. According to this figure, the
electric fields of the quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes in high re-
fractive-index contrast waveguides have large discontinuities
in the invariant-x and invariant-y dielectric boundaries,
respectively.

C. Silicon Nanophotonics Strip-Based Slot Waveguide
Specifications of the analyzed air-filled strip-based slot wave-
guide are nH � 3.48, nB � nC � 1.46, nS � 1, wH � 218 nm,

Table 1. Dispersion Analysis of the Fundamental

Quasi-TE Mode and Determination of Lx;opt and Mopt
for the CHANNEL 1. Wavelengths are

in μm and δneff � 5 × 10−4

Lanczos–Fourier expansion Effective refractive-index (neff )

Lx∕wH M λmin � 1.52 λmean � 1.57 λmax � 1.62

3 6 2.444236 2.391793 2.339017
3 20 2.467116 2.411677 2.355538
3 80 2.461563 2.405150 2.347963
3 150 2.459961 2.403388 2.346032
4 150 2.460522 2.403947 2.346547
4 200 2.459887 2.403250 2.345786
4 400 2.458877 2.402147 2.344585
5 400 2.459135 2.402426 2.344883
5 500 2.458876 2.402144 2.344576
FVFD [38] 2.4673 2.4050 2.3417

Table 2. Dispersion Analysis of the Fundamental

Quasi-TM Mode and Determination of Lx;opt and Mopt
for the CHANNEL 1. Wavelengths are

in μm and δneff � 5 × 10−4

Lanczos–Fourier expansion Effective refractive-index (neff )

Lx∕wH M λmin � 1.52 λmean � 1.57 λmax � 1.62

4 200 1.974367 1.901564 1.834771
4 400 1.974134 1.901302 1.834489
5 400 1.974073 1.901079 1.833937
5 500 1.974009 1.901008 1.833862
FVFD [38] 1.9806 1.9115 1.8371

Fig. 10. Three-dimensional normalized transverse electric field distribution of (a) fundamental quasi-TE mode and (b) fundamental quasi-TM
mode for CHANNEL 2 at λ0 � 1550 nm with Lx;opt � 5wH and Mopt � 500. Dispersion parameters obtained for quasi-TE mode are
neff � 2.59592747, b � 0.46170275, and kz � 10.52302797 μm−1, and for the quasi-TM mode they are neff � 2.01774952, b � 0.19438340, and
kz � 8.17928654 μm−1.
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wS � 101 nm, and hH � 247 nm. This waveguide is referred
to as SLOT in the following discussion. Refractive-index pro-
file of its layer #2 was shown previously in Fig. 4.

The proposed algorithm is run for SLOT, and its results are
shown in Tables 3 and 4, for the fundamental quasi-TM and
fundamental quasi-TE modes, respectively. According to
these tables, Lx;opt � 5w and Mopt � 500. The results of neff

are in good agreement with those of the FVFD method pre-
sented in [38].

D. Comparison Between Slot and Channel Waveguides
The simulated and experimental results of the effective refrac-
tive-indices of the fundamental quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes
of the channel and the strip-based slot waveguides are shown
in Fig. 11.

One can see from Fig. 11(a) that there is a good agreement
between the results for neff obtained using the presentedmeth-
od and that obtained using FVFD method. Also, Fig. 11(b)
shows that our proposed full-wave formulation is in good
agreement with those obtained from experiments.

The simulated dispersion curves when there is no slot, i.e.,
wS � 0 (channel waveguide), are also shown in Figs. 11(c)
and 11(d). The effective refractive-indices of the quasi-TE
mode in both the channel waveguides are much higher than
that of the quasi-TM mode, indicating that the power of the

Table 3. Dispersion Analysis of the Fundamental

Quasi-TM Mode and Determination of Lx;opt and Mopt for

the SLOT. Wavelengths are in μm and δneff � 2 × 10−4

Lanczos–Fourier expansion Effective refractive-index (neff )

Lx∕w M λmin � 1.52 λmean � 1.57 λmax � 1.62

3 6 2.152204 2.117750 2.083530
3 20 1.843706 1.808283 1.775797
3 40 1.787636 1.740736 1.700110
3 80 1.787174 1.739886 1.698990
3 150 1.786336 1.738967 1.698036
4 150 1.785027 1.736631 1.694341
4 200 1.784652 1.736231 1.693932
4 400 1.783964 1.735526 1.693231
5 400 1.784001 1.735395 1.692802
5 500 1.783813 1.735205 1.692615

FVFD [38] 1.7813 1.7348 1.6883

Table 4. Dispersion Analysis of the Fundamental

Quasi-TE Mode and Determination of Lx;opt and Mopt for

the SLOT. Wavelengths are in μm and δneff � 5 × 10−3

Lanczos–Fourier expansion Effective refractive-index (neff )

Lx∕w M λmin � 1.52 λmean � 1.57 λmax � 1.62

4 200 1.649496 1.619766 1.594854
4 400 1.639614 1.610600 1.586478
5 400 1.641323 1.611661 1.586734
5 500 1.638890 1.609397 1.584658

FVFD [38] 1.6300 1.6005 1.5750
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Dispersion diagrams of quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes in the channel and strip-based slot waveguides. (a) SLOT with Lx �
5w and M � 500. Results of FVFD method are from [38]. (b) SLOT with Lx � 5w and M � 500. Experimental results are from [38]. (c) SLOT with
Lx � 5w andM � 500, and CHANNEL 1 with Lx � 5wH andM � 500. (d) SLOT with Lx � 5w andM � 500, and CHANNEL 2 with Lx � 5wH and
M � 500.
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quasi-TE mode is mostly confined to the silicon core. This is
further confirmed by Fig. 10. On the other hand, the difference
between the effective refractive-indices of the channel and
slot waveguides is very large in the quasi-TE mode. So, the
optical fields of the quasi-TE mode of the strip-based slot
waveguide are highly confined in the low refractive-index slot.

Now, the simulation of two channel waveguides that their
difference is only inwH can be explained. Our aim is analyzing
the role of the low refractive-index slot in the quasi-TE and
quasi-TM modes based on the values of effective refractive-
index obtained for the slot waveguide and its corresponding
channel wavegide. In [38], the performance of SLOT is
compared with that of CHANNEL 1 (with wH;CHANNEL1 � 2×
wH;SLOT � 436 nm), while an appropriate case is the
CHANNEL 2 (with wH;CHANNEL2 � wS;SLOT � 2 ×wH;SLOT �
537 nm) , because the slot waveguide can be fabricated using
a channel waveguidewithwH;CHANNEL �wS;SLOT � 2×wH;SLOT.

According to the results shown in Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) for
the quasi-TE mode, respectively 33% and 37% reduction of
the effective refractive-indices of the slot waveguide can be
measured compared with those of the channel waveguides.
These reductions in the effective refractive-index of the
quasi-TE mode evidence the guiding and confinement of light
in the low refractive-index slot region.

Figure 12 shows the normalized transverse electric field
distribution of the fundamental quasi-TE mode for the SLOT
at λ0 � 1550 nm. Light guiding and confinement in the low re-
fractive-index slot is illustrated again according to the Fig. 12.

According to the results obtained in [37], the levels of E-
field amplitude, optical power, and optical intensity produced
in the nanometer-sized low refractive-index slot region of the
strip-based slot waveguide cannot be achieved with conven-
tional waveguides. So, a highly efficient interaction between
fields and active materials is possible in this waveguide. Also,
these properties are very important for applications such as
nonlinear optics, near-field optical microscopy, and efficient
coupling to nanometer-sized waveguides and structures.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, Lanczos correction factor has been introduced
to modify the Fourier expansion-based TL formulation for the
full-wave modal analysis of dielectric optical waveguides.

This technique converts the original waveguide problem
to a one-dimensional artificial periodic problem. The

resulting periodic structure is analyzed by the use of the
Lanczos–Fourier expansion method along with a rigorous
TL formulation.

The dispersion characteristics and EM field distributions
of guided modes of some dielectric optical waveguides with
differing cross-sections and refractive-index profiles have
been studied using the proposed algorithmic method. Accord-
ing to these simulations, accurate modal analysis of the high
refractive-index contrast nanophotonics waveguides requires
more space harmonics in the Lanczos–Fourier expansion.
However, it should be noted that applying large values of
M requires large amounts of memory and heavy computa-
tional effort.

We have not applied any absorbing or transparent bound-
ary conditions in the simulations. Since the proposed
Lanczos–Fourier expansion-based TL formulation is a full-
vectorial full-wave modal analysis method, our obtained
results have a high accuracy and are in good agreement with
those reported in the literature.
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